The DeAgent Network for Intent-Centric Web3 Experience
The Problem
Web3 is still inaccessible to many

1,000+ Chains
30,000+ Protocols
1,000,000+ Assets
The Opportunity
AI-Powered Agent Network will make Web3 accessible to everyone

Adoption Layer

Trillions of Assets | Billions of Users

Agent Layer

AutoAPE: the Web3 network that connects every user and every protocol

Infra Layer

Assets

Protocols

Chains
GM! Here is my insights for today:

- Protocol: Ethena
- Safety: 🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟

Ethena’s annual yield of sUSDe has reached 17.2%. You have 1200.23 USDT in your wallet and you can get 206.44 USDT a year if you deposit it.

Please deposit 50% of your balance.

- Deposit: 600.115 USDT
- To: Ethena
- Annual Yield: 17.2%

Write your message:
The Roadmap

- **2024 Q1**
  - MVP on live
  - Seed round
- **2024 Q2**
  - Product on live
  - User acquisition & Marketing
- **2024 Q4**
  - Incentive events
  - Private round
  - Onboarding ecosystem
- **2025 Q1**
  - IDO
  - Listing

Partnership & Investor

- Eigenlayer
- Moonpay
- Coinbase Wallet
- Solana Foundation
- Jupiter Solana
- Unibot
- iZUMi.finance
- Galxe
- Rabbithole
Chloe L.  CEO
Fintech professional with a robust background in first-tier investment and tech-base experiences at Deloitte, BlackRock, Tencent

Taiyo K.  CTO
Founded a series of DeFi protocols, bolstering security and advancing innovation through white hat hacking expertise

Ruitao S.  CGO
Serial entrepreneur with a strong track record in launching and scaling innovative DeFi projects

Dr. Zhuang  CAIO
Algorithm expert specializing in structured data mining, machine learning, and urban computing
$2M
Fundraising

What we ask

- Marketing: 40%
- Team Building: 20%
- Operation reserve: 20%
- Research & Development: 20%
Thank You!

Founder's Telegram

Official Twitter